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21 SEP 2006
MARINE CORPS BASES JAPAN ORDER 1020.1D Ch 5
From:
To:

Commander, Marine Corps Bases Japan
Distribution List

Subj:

UNIFORM REGULATIONS

Encl:

(1) New page insert to MCBJO 1020.1D

1. Purpose. To direct a pen change and page replacement to the basic
order. Updating the implementation of the wear of new utility uniform,
Green T shirt and the phase out of the standard Black Boots.
2.

Action.

a.
On cover page, ref: section, add "(g) USFJ Instruction 36-3006 of
1 June 2006".
b. Remove pages 3,7 and 8 of the basic Order and replace with
corresponding pages in the enclosure.
3. Change Notation.
Paragraphs denoted by an asterisk (*) symbol
contain changes not previously published.
4. Filing Instructions. File this change transmittal immediately behind
the signature page of the basic order.

Chief of
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25 JUN 2gg~
MARINE CORPS BASES JAPAN ORDER 1020.1D Ch 4

From:
To:

Commander, Marine Corps Bases Japan
Distribution List

Subj:

UNIFORM REGULATIONS

1.

Purpose.

To transmit a pen change to the basic Order.

2. Action.
Page 3, delete paragraph 6(b) (1), and replace with the
following paragragh:
"(1) The utility uniform (Camouflage Utility
Uniform, and the Combat Utility Uniform CUD (Camouflage and Desert
Pattern) is authorized for wear in the field, for field type exercises,
or for those work conditions where it is not practical to wear service
uniform. (For Formation; Parades or Ceremonies, unit commanders may
designate members of their commands to wear a specific utility uniform
providing it is a required uniform item) .
3.
Filing Instructions.
File this change transmittal immediately
behind the siganture page of the basic Order.

tiL-

K. D. DUNN
Chief of staff
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7 MAY 2001
MARINE CORPS BASES JAPAN ORDER 1020.10 Ch 3
From:
To:

Commander, Marine Corps Bases Japan
Distribution List

Subj:

UNIFORM REGULATIONS

Encl:

(1) New Page Inserts to MARCORBASESJAPANO 1020.10

1.
Purpose.
basic ord"r.
2.

To transmit new page inserts and pen changes to the

Action

a.
Remove pages 1, 2, 11 and 12; and replace with
corresponding pages contained in the enclosure.
b.
Change paragraph 7b(2) to read:
The olive green
undershirt is the only undershirt authorized for wear with the
utility uniform, flight suits or coveralls! per reference (f).
c.
Change the page number for the signature page of change 2
from 16 to 17.
3.
Change Notation.
The paragraphs denoted by an asterisk (*)
symbol contain changes not previously published.
4.
Filing Instructions.
File this change transmittal
immediately behind the signature pa e of the basic order .

.

/.

R. T. F
Chief of
DISTRIBUTION: MCBJ LIST B
MCB LISTS I/II/IV

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
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UNIT "35001
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23 Oct 97
MARINE CORPS BASES JAPAN ORDER 1020.1D Ch 2
From: Commander
To:
Distribution List
Subj: UNIFORM REGULATIONS
Enc1:
1.

(1) New Page Inserts to MARCORBASESJAPANO 1020.1D

Purpose.

To transmit new page inserts to the basic Order.

2. Action. Remove pages 3 and 4 of the basic Order and replace
with corresponding pages in the enclosure.
3. Change Notation. The paragraph denoted by an (*) symbol
contains changes not previously published.
4.
File Instruction.
File this change transmittal immediately
behind the signature page of the basic Order.

k
~
CON~TSER
L. E.
Deputy Chief of Staff
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~ARINE

CORPS BASES JAPAN ORDER 102Q.ID Ch 1

From:
']'0:

Commander
Distribution List

Subj;

UNIFORM REGULATIONS

Enc 1;

(1) New page inserts to

M~RCORBASESJAPANO

lQ2Q.ID of 8 Dec 95

1.
Purpose. To transmit new page inserts and direct pen changes to
t.he basic Order.
2.

Action

(a) Remove Pages 5 and 6 of the basic Order and replace with
corresponding pages contained in the enclosure.
(b) On the letterhead page in the reference line under reference
(d) add "reference (e) Almar 127/97".
(c) 0:1 page 7, paragraph (f) change to read "parasraph (g)".
::.
Change Notation. The paragraph denoted by an asterisk (*)
,::ontains changes not previo,"sly published.

symbol

4.
File Tnstr'uctions.
File this change r:ransmittal immediately
belLLnd the signature page of the basic Order.

~

;;;;::1JI~

L. E. CONA'l'SER
Deputy Chief of Staff
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MARINE CORPS BASES JAPAN ORDER 1020.10 w/Chl,Ch2,Ch3,Ch4,Ch5
From:
To:

Commander, Marine Corps Bases Japan
Distribution ,List

Subj:

UNIFORM REGULATIONS

Ref:

(a) MARCORMAN, par. 2806
(b) MCO P1020.34F
(c) TM-10120-15/1 (NOTAL)
(d) MCO 4650.30K
(e) ALMAR 127/97
(f)
MARADMIN 521/99
*
(g) USFJ INSTRUCTION 36-3006 of 1 June 2006
1.
Purpose.
To provide policies for the wearing of uniforms by
Marine Corps personnel in Japan, in accordance with the
provisions of the references.
2.

Cancellation.

MARCORBASESJAPANO 1020.1C.

3.
Summary of Revisions.
changes:

This Order contains the following

a.
Modifies the applicability to emcompass all installations
under the authority of Commander, Marine Corps Bases, Japan.
b.
Updates utility uniform, undershirt, combat boots,
sweater and nametag regulations.
c.
Adds extended Cold Weather Clothing System (ECWCS) parka
guidance.
d.
Specifies authority to wear civilian attire during
travel.
4.
Scope.
This Order is applicable to all Marines and Sailors
assigned or attached to Marine Corps activities, organizations
and units on Okinawa, Camp Fuji and Marine Corps Air Station
(MCAS) Iwakuni.
Paragraphs 6c and 6e, which prohibit the wearing
of inappropriate civilian attire in public-use areas by Marines

Ch 3 (7 May 01)
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and Sailors, shall apply equally to all civilian personnel
entering or living aboard Marine Corps installations.
5.

General

a. ~he wearing of the uniform should be a matter of personal
pride.
Each individual is considered at all timei to be an
ambassador of the United States while serving in Japan and, - as
such, individual dress and conduct should reflect credit upon
oneself, the Marine Corps and the United -States.
b. Officers and staff noncommissioned officers are e:,pected
to set the standard for wearing the uniform and to ensure their
Marines maintain those same high standards of military be~ring
and appearance.
Accordingly, when participating at functions
where the appropriate civilian dress is coat and tie, or where
members of other services are to wear their equivalent of the
service "AU uniform, Marines will wear the service "A" uniform.
c. This Order is not intended to supplant directive issued
by individual camp 'commanders to accommodate local -circumstances.
However, in the event of a conflict between this Order and
individual camp direct_ives, this Order takes precedence.
Additionally, clubs and messes are expected to establish and
enforce dress codes suited to their membership and mode of
operation.
6.

Designated Uniforms
a.

Uniform of the-Day

(1) The uniform of the day is prescribed as service "C"
with garrison/service cap.
Commanding Generals may designate the
utility uniform as the uniform of the day in lieu of the service
uniform, as specified in paragraph 6b. At the commanding
officer's discretion, during the period 1 December through 31
March, the service "AU or "8" uniform may be worn as an op-tional
uniform when the service uniform is prescribed.
(2) Optional Rules for Female Marines
(a) Oxfords may be worn with the uniform of the day
within the confines of a military installation only when
individually authorized by the commanding officer.
(b) The wear of the service slacks as a working
uniform should normally be at the option of the individual
Marine.
However, commanders may prescribe the wearing of the
Ch 3 (7 May 01)
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8 Dec 95
skirt or slacks on specific occasions when uniformity is required; i.e.,
formations or ceremonies. Slacks will not be worn on occasions when the
service skirt is more appropriate.
b.

Utility Uniform

(1) The utility uniform (Camouflage Utility Uniform, and the
Combat Utility Uniform CUU (Camouflage and Desert Pattern) is authorized
for wear in the field, for field type exercises, or for those work
conditions where it is not practical to wear service uniform.
(For
Formation; Parades or Ceremonies, unit commanders may designate members
of their commands to wear a specific utility uniform providing it is a
required uniform item) .

*

(a) The utility uniform may be designated as the uniform of
the day by Commanding Generals where the wearing of the utility uniform
would serve as an enhancement of readiness.
In such commands, wearing of
the utility uniform will be considered appropriate for all on-base
activities except as restricted by local regulations governing clubs,
messes and recreational activities. The Green Marine Corps Pattern
Uniform is the designated uniform of the day except for Wednesdays. The
Desert i; ssn Marine Corps Pattern uniform is the designated uniform of
the day on Wednesdays.
(b) The following changeover dates for wearing of sleeves up
or down are approximate and may vary from year to year based on weather
conditions; specific changeover dates will be promulgated annually
through the chain of command. Sleeves will be rolled up during the
period 1 April through 30 November. During the period 1 December through
31 March, Marines and Sailors will have the option to wear the utility
uniform with their sleeves rolled up or fully down.
(Unit commanders may
designate members of their commands to wear sleeves rolled up or down for
formations).
Due to unique weather conditions, Commanding Officer,
Headquarters Battalion, Camp Fuji, and Commanding Officer, Marine Corps
Air Station, Iwakuni, will exercise commander's discretion in specifying
changeover dates at their locations. The sleeves will be worn uniformly
(all rolled up or all fully down) for formations.
(c) Women Marines will not carry a purse in formation or when
the utility uniform is worn. Reference (b) authorizes Women Marines to
carry umbrellas at their option; however, carrying and using of umbrellas
with the utility uniform is inappropriate and is prohibited.
(2) The wearing of the utility uniform outside camps or training
areas is restricted to those personnel engaged in field duty, training,
work details, courtesy patrols or traveling between areas where the
utility uniform is authorized. Personnel are authorized to make brief and
appropriate stops off-base during duty hours or while commuting while
wearing the utility uniform. Authorized stops off-base
Ch 5 (2 1 SEP 2006)
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during duty hours or while commuting while wearing the utility
uniform. Authorized stops off-base include emergency stops for
vehicle refueling and other such~ctivities which can be
transacted in a minimal amount of time, thus precluding the need
i;(
to travel to one's residence, change attire and. return toa
business location to transact business which can be completed in
a matter of minutes.
(a) The privilege provided by this paragraph places
special trust and confidence in commanders and.
officers-in-charge, and in our Marines. To preclude abuse of
this privilege, all Marines are charged with the responsibility
to maintain the high appearance standards expected of them,
whether on-base or off-base, while wearing the utility uniform.
Sound jUdgment and common sense must be exercised in regards to
the authorization for brief and appropriate off-base stops while
wearing the utility uniform.
Preventing abuse of the privilege
demands commanders know where their Marines are at all times to
ensure stops are in fact brief, appropriate and in keeping with
the spirit of this directive.
(b) This policy does not authorize off-base'stops
while wearing the utility uniform, for prolonged activities such
as grocery shopping, auto repairs (other than emergencies) ,
shopping or eating meals. When making a brief and appropriate
off-base stop while in the utility uniform, Marines will ensure
their uniform is clean, serviceable, complete and squared away.
In no case is the utility uniform authorized as a leave or
liberty uniform.
Personnel residing off-base with dependents and those
authorized basic allowance for quarters in their own right are
authorized to wear the utility uniform between their place of
residence and place of duty subject to the restrictions set forth
in paragraph 6b(2) of this Order. Travel via commercial bus in
the utility uniform is not authorized.
(3)

(4) Insignia of grade will be worn on the utility coat by
officers and enlisted personnel at all times. This includes
garrison, field and combat environments. The emblem decal will
be placed on the left breast pocket of the utility coat centered
horizontally and vertically. Utility coats marked with the
"USMC" emblem decal according to previously published

Ch 2 (23 Oct 97)
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instructions may be worn until they become unserviceable.
Name/service tapes will be worn on the utility uniform as
prescribed in paragraph 3032 of reference (b).
(5) The wearing of the utility coat with cut off sleeves
is strictly prohibited; however, when authorized, the sleeves
will be rolled with the inside out/ forming a roll about three
inches wide, and terminating at a point about two inches above
the elbow. The utility coat will not be removed unless the
individual is wearing an authorized undershirt.
(6) Utility trousers will be worn neatly bloused over the

boots, low enough to cover the laces which may be wrapped around
the boots. Personnel whose duties require the wearing of safety
shoes/boots are exempt from this requirement.
(7) Officers/noncommissioned officers in charge of
working pa-rties or groups/teams engaged in athletics may
prescribe the removal of the utility coat in appropriate
circumstances. Officers/noncommissioned officers i~ charge may
also authorize personnel working indoors in such places as
offices, dining facilities and maintenance shops to wear the
undershirt as the outer garment within the confines of the work
area. The undershirt will be tucked into the trousers. If
directed to remove their utility coats, individuals will remain
covered when outdoors if not engaged in athletic activities.

c. Civilian Clothing. Marines are, by grooming standards,
generally identifiable as Marines even when in civilian attire.
Therefore, when civilian clothing is worn, Marines will ensure
that their dress and personal appearance are conservative and
commensurate with the high standards traditionally associated
with the Marine Corps. Accordingly, it is essential to the
reputation of our Corps that all Marines use discretion and good
taste in their dress and personal appearance/ to include tattoos.
Tattooing any part of the head, face and neck is prohibited. The
following items of dress are prohibited:
(l) Outer garments inscribed with designs or words which
may be interpreted as obscene, racially offensive or drug culture
oriented.
(2) Clothing which has been cut or otherwise altered to
present an abbreviated covering, specifically, in the case of

Ch 1 (1 Jul 97)
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male Marines where the midriff is exposed, and in female Marines where
the alteration offers immodest exposure.
(3)
Clothing which is obviously tattered or soiled is not
considered appropriate liberty attire. Athletic attire, such as
running shorts and non-casual wear sweat suits, is appropriate for
athletic events and is not appropriate attire for liberty and entry
into military or civilian facilities. Athletic attire, when
appropriately worn for off-base activities such as jogging, or near
populated areas such as exchanges and clubs will always include an
upper body covering.
(~)
Footwear is a prescribed item for any liberty uniform.
Flat rubber shower shoes or house shoes are not considered appropriate
footwear for liberty.

d. Liberty Attire. The uniform of the day or appropriate
civilian attire are authorized for leave and. liberty.

*
e. Civilian Headgear. When wearing civilian headgear it will be
removed when indoors, except that women may.wear headgear indoors in
accordance with established social norms. The wearing of clothing
articles not specifically designed to be normally worn as headgear
(e. g. bandannas) are prohibited.
f.

Attire for On-Base Facilities

(l) Chapels. The uniform of the day or appropriate civilian
attire shall be worn when attending services at chapels. The utility
uniform may be worn for services at the chapel when personnel are in a
duty status and the uniform is prescribed for the performance of their
duties.
Theater. The uniform of the day or appropriate civilian
attire shall be worn while within the theater. The utility uniform
may be worn when personnel are in a duty status and the uniform is
prescribed for the performance of their duties.
(2)

(3) Exchgpge/CommissahY Facilities.· The uniform of the day,
utility uniform or appropriate civilian attire are authorized for wear
within the exchange and commissa~JT facilities.

Dining Facilities. The uniform of the day, utility
uniform and flight suits (when in flight status) are authorized for
wear within the dining facilities. Appropriate civilian attire may be
worn at all meals in lieu of the uniform of the day when personnel are
in a leave/liberty status.
(~)

Ch l
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(5) Clubs. Dress codes may be incorporated into the "house
rules" of each club; however, the dress codes will meet the same
high standards established for personnel in uniform.

*

g. Attire for Personnel Returning to CONUS.
In accordance
with reference (d), Marine Corps personnel traveling aboard Air
Mobility Command (AMC) category B missions (military air
charter/"Freedom Bird") or commercial aircraft are authorized to
wear civilian clothes unless an individual's orders specifically
require the wearing of a uniform. Marine Corps personnel traveling
aboard AMC category M military or organic aircraft will wear the
appropriate military uniform. When traveling in civilian clothes,
Marines will dress appropriately and ensure their personal
appearance is commensurate with the high standards usually
associated with the Marine Corps. When shorts are worn, they will
be of the "dress" type and not athletic style.
In accordance with
reference (g), u.s. military personnel are not authorized to wear
the utility uniform while traveling in Japan via public conveyances
(i.e. civilian aircraft, trains, subways, etc).

7.

Uniform Items

a. Headgear. The garrison/service cap may be worn at all
times with the service uniform. The service cap will normally not
be worn in formation.
However, commanders may prescribe the wear
of the service cap on specific occasions, including formations.
Other types of headgear may be authorized by commanding officers as
dictated by safety regulations.
b. Undershirts. All Marines are required to maintain the
quantity of undershirts prescribed in the current edition of Marine
Corps Bulletin 10120. The white V-neck undershirt is authorized
for optional purchase and wear. Regulations for wearing of
undershirts are as follows:
(1) The wearing of undershirts is at the option of the
individual, except that commanders may require the wearing of the
standard issue crew neck undershirt at such times, as uniformity is
considered essential, such as at ceremonies, formations, or
inspections. Additionally, the utility coat will not be removed
unless the individual is wearing an authorized undershirt.

*

(2) The brown or olive green undershirts are the only
undershirts authorized for wear with the utility uniform, flight
suits or coveralls. The green tee shirt is the only authorized
Ch 5 ( 2 1 SEP 2006 )
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undergarment permitted with the Marine Corps pattern uniform,
flight suits or coveralls.
c. Combat Boots. Combat boots or safety shoes will be worn
with the utility uniform. Commanders may prescribe the wearing of
standard issue boots on specific occasions when uniformity is
required; i.e., inspections, parades, and ceremonies.

*

(1) The standard Black boot until phase out of old style
uniform may be worn until current phase out date. The Brown suede
boot (cold or warm weather boot) is only to be worn with new Marine
Corps Pattern uniform.
(2) Optional combac boots may be worn in conformance with
paragraph 3010.2 of reference (b). These items will not be used to
satisfy minimum requirements.
d. Camouflage Field Coat. The camouflage field coat is not
authorized for wear with the service uniform.
It will not be
marked with the USMC/emblem decal, nor will it be worn with name
and service tapes.
e.
Parka. Marines are allowed to purchase the ECWCS parka as
an optional uniform item. The ECWCS parka is intended for wear
with the utility uniform at the Marine's option, except when the
field coat is prescribed by the commander. The ECWCS parka is not
authorized for wear with the service uniform. The grade insignia
will be worn centered on the zipper flap in the space provided on
the ECWCS parka.
f.

Sweaters
(1) Marine Corps Personnel

(a) Green Service Sweater. The service sweater, when
worn with the service uniform, may be worn for leave and liberty
and for commuting to and from work. The service sweater is
inappropriate for wear in ceremonial formations or parades. The
service sweater may be worn with civilian attire.
It may also be
worn with the camouflage utility coat with the sleeves of the
utility coat rolled down.
(b) Blue Dress Sweater. The blue dress sweater may be
worn at the individual's option as a component of the blue dress
"C" uniform. The dress sweater will not be worn for ceremonies or
other occasions for which the wearing of the blue
Ch 5 ( '2 lSEP 2006 )
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coat would be more appropriate.
It may be worn as part of the
duty uniform both on.and off the installation, for commuting to
and from work and for leave and l{berty. The blue dress sweater
may be worn with civilian attire.
(2) Navv Personnel Servina with the Marine Corps. Those
Navy enlisted personnel who wear the Navy service uniform are
authorized to wear their issue Navy blue pullover or the optional
Marine Corps green service sweater with the utility uniform.
Na.-y officers, chief petty officer~ and those Navy enlisted
personnel who wear Marine Corps service uniforms may continue to
wee r the Marine Corps green service sweater as currently
authorized.
g. Ribbons and Badaes. When khaki shirts are worn as outer
garments, the wearing of ribbons is at the individual's option
unless prescribed by the commander.
If ribbons ar~ worn, either
all ribbons, or only personal U. S. decorations with U. S. unit
awards and the Good Conduct Medal may be worn. Marksmanship
badges may be worn at the option of the individual. Commanding
officers may require the wearing of ribbons and badges on
appropr{ate uniforms.
h. Nametaas. Nametags are authorized for wear at schools,
conferences and related activities. Nametags are also authorized
for wear by personnel assigned to the military police department
and the joint forces correctional unit, and by personnel whose
duties invOlve frequent dealing with the pUblic where a visible
means of identification is necessary.
The nametag will be a
flexible thermoplastic translucent base material with black
velvet mar-resistant, non-glare finish surface and a white core.
It will indicate the individual's last name only. The nametag
will be five-eighths of an inch wide and three inches long.
The
name will be in white, blocked type letters, three-eighths of an
inch high by approximately three-sixteenths of an inch wide. The
name.tagmay only be worn on service and blue dress uniforms when
worn as the uniform of the day.
The nametag will be centered
one-eighth of an inch above the right breast pocket on uniforms
with such pockets and in the same general position on uniforms
:hat do not have pockets.
i. Accessories. The wearing of non-military backpacks while
_n uniform is prohibited. Conservative wristwatches, watchbands
.~nd rings are permitted while in uniform.
Sunglasses may be worn

9
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on leave., liberty and in garrison, but. not in fonnation unless
the need to wear sunglasses has been certified by medical
authorities. Eccentric or conspicuous eyepieces, e.g., small
octagonal shaped or civersized frames shall not be worn while ,! in
unifonn, nor will chains, bands or ribbons be attached to.·
..
eyeglasses. Commanders may authorize exceptions to this for
physical training or field training. Jewelry, combs, pencils,
pens or other similar items will not be worn or carried exposed
upon the Marine when in uniform unless otherwise authorized by
CMC or higher authority.
The wearing of earrings by male
Marines, under any circumstances, is prohibited.
j.

Optional Wear of Earrings by Women Marines

(1) Small, polished, yellow gold color, baIlor round
stud earrings (post,'screw-on or clip), not to exceed six
millimeters, (approximately one-fourth inch in diameter), are
authorized for optional wear with the service, blue dress,
blue-white dress and white dress unifonn.
(2) Small white pearl or pearl-like earrings (post,
screw-on or clip), not to exceed six millimeters (approximately
one-fourth inch in diameter), are authorized for optional wear
with the evening dress unifonns and with the blue dress "A" and
~lhite dress "A" unifonns when worn for social events.
(3) When worn, earrings will fit tightly against, and
will not extend below, the earlobe. Only one earring may be worn .
on or in each earlobe.
(4) Earrings are not authorized for wear with the utility
unifonn, nor will they be worn while in fonnation, or when the
Marine is participating in a parade or similar military function.
k.

Optional Purchase of Handbag

(1) The black handbag, as sold by the Marine Corps Supply
System or as sold through military clothing sales stores may be
purchased and carried as an opt~onal item by Women Marines.
Women Marines may also purchase optional handbags which do not
contain Marine Corps approval identification from commercial
sources provided they confonn to guidelines set forth in
paragraph 3013 of reference (b).

10
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(2) Women officers will procure a clutch"pursels) to
carry with dress uniforms. Either the basic white clutch purse
with fabric slip-on covers, sold through military cl6thing sales
stores, or black or white clutch purse:", purchased from commercial"
sources, may be used with appropriate dress uni.forms. The clutch
purse will be plain, unadorned, iectangular. and will not exceed
six by nine inches.
8.

Specialized Uniform Items

a. Military Police. The uniform and equipment for Marines
assigned to authorized military police billets is prescribed in
paragraph 7011 of the reference (b).
b. flight Clothing. Paragraph 7005 of reference (b)
provides detailed guidance on the wearing of flight clothing.
(1) Flight clothing is authorized for wear by personnel
directly involved in actual flight operations. The wearing of
flight clothing outside the working/squadron areas will be
g6verneQ by the same regulations which apply to the utility
uniform.

(2) Only those Marines who have been. properly issued and
are required to maintain the flight jacket are permi"tted to wear
the jacket with the service "B D , "C and "service with sweater D
uniform during duty hours and during movement to and from
domicile. When worn with the service uniform, only one Chief of
Naval Operations/Commandant of the Marine corps approved
unit/squadron patch is authorized. The patch, if worn, will be
on the right front of the jacket, level with the nametape on the
left side.
g

c. tJlaternity Uniform. Ma"ternity uniforms will be worn by
pregnant Marines when the local commander determines regular
uniforms can no longer be worn. Paragraph 3016 of reference (b)
provides specific guidance in the proper wearing of the maternity
service uniform or the maternity camouflage work uniform, as
appropriate.
d.

Organizational Clothing/Working Uniform
(1) Organizational work uniforms are those uniforms which

may be prescribed on the job to the nature of the work performed.
The following uniforms are defined as "worles uniforms" and will

CI'1 3 (7 May 01)
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be worn only in work areas. These regulations are equally
applicable to Marine Corps enlisted men and women:
(a) Coveralls.

*

(b)
Mess Hall uniform. Thi.s uniform is authorized
for military cool,s and bakers only. The uniform consists of
white cover, red three quarter length sleeve chef's coat, and
black trousers bloused over black combat boots.
Placement of
name tag on the chef's coat will"be centered on the right side,
with the bottom edge of the name tag even with the top of the
second button.
Black rank insignia shall be centered on the left
pocket with the tip of the chevron even with the top of the
pocket.
(c) Marine Morale, Welfare and Recreation (MWR)
uniforms such as distinctive shirts, coveralls or jump suits
which may be required for wear by personnel assigned to Marine
MWR.
Their wear will be governed by instructions published by
the Director, Marine MWR.
"e.
Pro'tecti ve Items for Motorcyclists.
Personnel operating
or riding motorcycles, mopeds, motor scooters, or similar two or
three wheeled motorized vehicles are required and authorized to
wear the following both on and off military bases while in
uniform:
(1) Helmets meeting American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) standard number Z90.1-1971 (so marked by manufacturers) or
the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) number 218.
Helmets must be worn with chin straps fastened at all times.
(2) Eye protection (impact resistant eyeglasses, goggles
or a face shield attached to the helmet).
(3) High visibility reflective vest (international
orange, lime green or bright yellow).
(4) Leather shoes or boots fully covering the foot below
the ankle.
The standard issue low quarter are acceptable.
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9. ApPlicability. This Order has been coordinated with the
Commanding General, III Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF) and is
applicable to commands and units of III MEF.

r$C·

K. H. STI==V=E==RC=S'--"'"
Deputy Chief of Staff
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